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Ed. Vàclav Macek. The History of European
Photography, Volume III. 1970–2000. Produced
by Central European House of Photography;
FOTOFO and Eyes On – Month of Photography Vienna, supported by the Department for
Cultural Affairs of the City of Vienna.

Published in late 2016, the volume of two bulky
books of large format marks the end of the project
on the 1900–2000 history of European photography of the Central European House of Photography
(Stredoeurópsky dom fotografie) born in Bratislava
and Vienna. The previous volumes dedicated to
the periods 1900–19381 and 1939–19692 came out
in 2010 and 2014 respectively. The rationale of the
project is explained by the simple fact that there
has not been a single publication to date which
would incorporate the histories of photography of
all present-day European countries. For example,
the Encyclopaedia of Twentieth Century Photography puts the photography of Eastern Europe at a
disadvantage with a mere eight pages of text.3 Not
only East European but also other smaller European
countries could also feel that they were being represented inadequately in the narrative on the history
of European photography.
To eliminate these frustrations, an ambitious panEuropean project rallying substantial support in
different European countries was initiated. Implemented in 10 years, the project originated not
in a central location but in one of the countries
where the feeling of dissatisfaction with culture in
the “periphery” being known insufficiently (and
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“under-represented”) could be the greatest. The goal

brought the great geopolitical changes. Since all the

was to collect information about the development

three volumes have already been issued, the question

of photography in 35 European countries, from Ice-

of periodization appears less relevant as we can read

land to Russia and from Scandinavia to the Medi-

the sheets on each country’s history of photography

terranean Sea, for the period from 1900 to 2000,

in a consistent way, finding the reviews devoted to it

and issue a multi-volume publication on its basis.

in each volume. In most cases the continuity of the

More information on the project and its goals and

narrative is ensured by the same authors who wrote

the previously published volumes is available on the

about each of the three periods.

project website . The website also features previous
4

reviews and outlines, and valuable reviews on the
second volume.5

The thirty-year history of European photography
covers about 800 pages with 400 illustrations. It
encompasses 36 articles by 45 authors on photogra-

Two books were required to encompass the histo-

phy in 35 countries (photography of East and West

ries of photography of each period. This resulted in

Germany is still presented separately), and men-

a total of six books and 2 400 pages of concentrated

tions about 3 000 names. Most of the photographers

text and well-chosen illustrations. The big picture of

were born in the second half of the century and

the twentieth century European photography was

later. Over that time Europe witnessed the disap-

created by 79 thoroughly selected authors who are

pearance of the unnatural boundaries dividing the

researchers of photography in their respective coun-

continent into two civilisations. Europe has healed

tries and whose names are a quality mark of the

its wounds, but the scars will remain for years. This

publication. For example, the Lithuanian photogra-

process left the Western countries almost intact, and

phy is presented by M. Matulytė and A. Narušytė in

brought more rapid economic and technological

a competent and interesting manner.

progress for the Eastern countries and the restora-

The political map of Europe underwent several

tion of statehood for the third countries.

changes over the century. The publishers illustrate

The chapters devoted to individual countries are

each book with political maps that show changes,

presented as separate sheets featuring the theme

but the present-day countries (except Bosnia and

and the photographers’ names on the cover page

Herzegovina and Macedonia) are represented on

and containing the photographers’ biographies at

the basis of geographical division. This principle

the end (although the lists of references of separate

is not perfect and may raise reasonable reproaches

countries appear at the end of the respective vol-

about the consistency of the narrative, the presen-

ume). The photography of each country presented

tation of the interrelations in the development of

in this way acquires relatively equal rights in the

photography of different countries, the attribution

book, but the level of the art of photography in dif-

of photographers to the history of one or another

ferent countries is certainly not evened out. The

nation and the presentation of the history of pho-

absolutely tragic history of Albanian photography

tography in isolation from the surrounding context.

determined by the lack of photographic materi-

The reader just has to bear in mind that, although

als and cameras and by the regime, as well as the

the chosen path of the current political geography

photography of small Iceland and Luxembourg have

is not the best one, any other solution would be an

their place next to the photography of France and

even greater burden on the narrative.

Germany, the dictators of mainstream fashion.

In the beginning, my approach towards the division

All the chapters provide an adequate political and

of the century into three periods (1900–1938, 1939–

historical context. Of course, repetition is not

1969 and 1970–2000) by the publishers was very

avoided when dealing with countries with similar

critical. Only one caesura is related to an important

political history. The invited contributors seem to

event on this continent, i.e. the beginning of the

have received only the general guidelines of the pro-

Second World War (1939) rather than its end which

ject, with much freedom in choosing their form of
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The book is worth studying by students and teach-

as well as the influences of political and cultural life.

ers, critics and curators of photography, and maybe

The range of contributors is quite varied. For exam-

even photographers, and for this reason it should be

ple, Pierre-Jean Amar, the author of the article on

present at least at several Lithuanian libraries as a

French photography, gives much attention to the

tool for the knowledge of the history and criticism

photographic market, festivals and publishers. The

of European photography. For many readers and

Russian photography historians Irina Chmyreva

even specialists who are well familiar with photog-

and Yevgeny Berezner see the exhibition held on the

raphy of European countries this publication may

150 anniversary of the history of photography in

become the first source for their explorations of

1989 as an event deserving a mention. Probably the

photography of a particular country.

th

criticism of each country profile should be left to the
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critics of those countries, but there is no doubt that
the reader will encounter remarkable discoveries in
the story of each country. The reader has an interest not only in the evolution of the art of photography in different countries, but also in the manner of
analysis, writing and presentation by art critics who
review it.
However, the book cannot be considered the history
of European photography. It is a mosaic of the histories of photography of European countries and a
good resource for a general study at the level of the
continent. An undisputed advantage of this publication is that it provides the possibility for comparative studies covering the whole of Europe. The bibliography, indexes and photographers’ biographies
permit comprehensive studies of the material.
Nonetheless, will this multi-volume publication
change the established system of presenting European culture? Will researchers of other spheres of
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writing and highlighting the key events and trends
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European art (e.g. architecture, painting or litera-
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